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A virus ravaged the planet, and you are one of the last survivors! Alone, you will have to survive in a hostile world
populated by fierce creatures!

Oh no, finally you do not really care. Everyone is dead? Good! You will be able to make big stunts and have fun with the cars of
the city!

  The end of the world will have made at least one happy ... 

 Features:

► Four different car models!
► A large map fully accessible!
► A multitude of stunt ramp!

► Power differences between car models!
► A post-apocalyptic atmosphere! ( at least that )

► Basic survival system!
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Title: Yet Another Survival Game
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
RewindApp
Publisher:
RewindApp
Release Date: 28 Feb, 2019

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 - 64bits

Processor: 2 GHz Intel Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphique

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: All

English
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yet another survival game

100% Asset Flip from the Unity Store with absolutely no effort put into making it more complete or better in any way. Feels
unfinished, feels barebones, because that's exactly what it is, just a foundation for a game being sold "as is" flipped into a game
here by the lazy and corrupt developer RewindApp.

Here's the source of what this developer just purchased on Unity, changed the name of, and is selling as a complete game: 
https:\/\/assetstore.unity.com\/packages\/templates\/packs\/apocalypse-survival-complete-project-117998

My First Play Impressions Video:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=gHQ3WMW1wrk

I can't tell you how to spend your money, but please don't support asset flippers like RewindApp who do NO WORK themselves
and just flip other peoples work here for a quick profit.
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